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a b s t r a c t

This paper deals with the issue of ensuring the reliability of microsystems in the modern-day
development of digital control technologies. The use of digital technologies to manage the reliability
of microsystems stems from the development of various modern energy technologies with complex
structures that require enhanced management systems to ensure their reliability. In this paper, we
propose the use of digital platforms to manage the reliability of microsystems. The way digital
platforms function makes it possible to automate the process of collecting, processing, and storing the
necessary information about both power equipment and the operating modes of distribution networks
and, in so doing, to assess and ensure the reliability of microsystems at all stages of the life cycle.
In this paper, we present the main operational characteristics and principles of digital platforms. To
analyze the reliability of microsystems within the framework of the functioning of digital platforms, we
propose the use of machine learning methods. We suggest two algorithms for assessing the reliability
of microsystems. In the first algorithm, the model is trained to analyze the regime indicators of the
microsystem and, on the basis of these, to determine the reliability indicators. In the second algorithm,
the model is trained to immediately determine the reliability indicators of the microsystem. Practical
results have shown the effectiveness of the proposed algorithms in terms of the speed of assessing
the reliability of microsystems while maintaining the required accuracy of calculations.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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1. Prerequisites for developing digital platforms to manage
the reliability of microgrids

Ensuring a reliable power supply to end users depends on
everal factors. From the engineering perspective, the supply of
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electricity to end users is carried out through a chain of techno-
logical links: to electricity generation, to electricity transmission,
and to electricity distribution. The first two links form the basic
structure of the electric power system (EPS). Distribution net-
works are powered mainly from the step-down substations of the
main structure of the EPS. In terms of reliability, all technological
links are connected in series, and each has a complex structure
with different types of connections inside it. As evidenced in
actual practices of power system operation, the power distribu-

tion link (i.e., distribution networks) has the lowest reliability.
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istribution networks account for about 70% of the total number
f power outages at the end users. It should be noted that the
hare of distribution networks in the total length of the power
rid is more than 90% (this value may vary from country to
ountry); note, too, that distribution networks, due to their design
eatures, are the most exposed to various types of threat. One can
ighlight several key reasons for the low reliability of distribution
etworks and its responsibility for an increased failure rate of
lectrical equipment, for example: high wear and tear on elec-
rical equipment; the high load of existing distribution networks,
ell beyond the design values (most frequently observed in ur-
an agglomerations); and the low level of observability (Antares,
022).
As well as issues related to ensuring the reliability of distri-

ution networks, it is worth noting some current trends in the
evelopment of various energy technologies that are integrated
nto distribution networks and affect their reliability. First, atten-
ion should be focused on the unified vision for the development
f the modern electric power industry, including distribution
etworks, on the basis of which several important directions are
eing formed. We focus here on the main ones:
The AM include the following elements:

- increasingly active behavior on the part of power con-
sumers. The consumer turns from a passive element of the
system into an active one. Whereas consumers formerly
only took off power and electricity in certain amounts,
today’s consumers, if sufficient incentives are created, can
respond to signals from the power system to reduce load
and implement various tools to manage their power con-
sumption. The establishment of consumer load management
mechanisms is a positive phenomenon from the perspective
of ensuring the reliability of distribution networks, making
it possible to smooth out consumption peaks during periods
of maximum risk of power supply disruption;

- integration of distributed generation, including renewable
energy sources (RES). This direction is a characteristic fea-
ture of the modern electric power industry. The main
sources of motivation driving such transformations are the
high cost of electricity from the centralized power system,
difficulties with, or the impossibility of, technological cou-
pling, and in some cases low reliability of power supply.
Although in terms of ensuring the balance of power, inte-
gration of distributed generation is a positive move, in some
cases sustainability issues may arise (Filippov et al., 2019;
Kulikov et al., 2020; Urpelainen, 2018);

- integration of energy storage systems (ESS). Various energy
storage technologies are currently being rapidly developed
in power systems at all hierarchical levels. Energy storage
facilities of different energy volumes can be connected at
different places in the distribution networks, including di-
rectly to electricity consumers. The main obstacle to the
introduction of ESSs is their high cost. In terms of ensuring
the reliability of power supply when integrating ESSs, we
can conclude that they are, essentially, an additional backup
source of power and energy and increase the reliability of
distribution networks.

The integration of the technologies presented above forms
renewed and more complex distribution network structure,
here multi-directional power flows and additional challenges to
ower supply reliability arise. This new structure of distribution
etworks is essentially a microsystem. Fig. 1 shows schemati-
ally the existing and prospective structures of distribution net-
orks (Buchholz and Styczynski, 2020).
Today’s electricity consumers are becoming increasingly de-

anding regarding the reliability of power supply. If we analyze
2487
recent system accidents in power systems, we note that the eco-
nomic and environmental consequences of these, as well as the
damage they cause to people’s health and lives, are becoming in-
creasingly significant (KWTX.-T.V. News 10, 2021). This happens
for several reasons:

- increasing the dependence of critical loads on the reliabil-
ity of the power supply. Requirements for modern critical
systems, such as heating, water supply, fire-fighting, and
security, are at a high level. This is primarily due to the
facilities being serviced, which are often crowded places,
while the failure of critical loads, including those due to
the failure to supply electricity, have consequences that
threaten people’s lives and health. Another reason may also
be the harsh operating conditions of critical loads, where the
cost of failure of such a load increases significantly due to
further adverse events on the consumer side;

- the high cost and high sensitivity of modern electrical loads.
Modern household consumers of electricity have expensive
electrical appliances, which are extremely sensitive not only
to power failures but also to fluctuations in the parameters
of operating conditions.

As electricity is a universal commodity used in almost all
areas of human activity and also in critical services, the degree
of importance of reliable power supply for many such areas
increases as harsh climatic conditions intensify. The importance
of the process of ensuring the reliability of the electricity supply
is relevant both in cold climates and in hot ones, but it is worth
noting that in the event of a power outage for consumers in an
environment with a hot climate, the consequences may be much
milder than for those in a cold one. In practice, a thorough anal-
ysis of the operating conditions of consumers must be conducted
and their requirements for reliability precisely determined. There
are several classifications of consumers, the most common being
division by type. Consumers include urban, industrial, and rural
consumers, railroads, and gas and oil pipelines. Ensuring the
reliability of electricity supply for each type of consumer has its
own specific aspects. In addition to the division of consumers by
type, there are division by reliability: for example, in Russia, there
are three categories of reliability for electricity consumers. For
each category, outage times and redundancy levels are defined.
Whereas previously the requirements for ensuring the reliability
of electricity supply for each category were strictly defined, today
they have been relaxed and are now subject to contractual rela-
tions (i.e., the consumer negotiates the level of reliability of power
supply with the power supply company and pays for such a level).
An alternative option is to install one’s own energy sources. As
well as power outages, situations in which the power supply fails
to meet quality standards are also becoming critical for today’s
consumers and are leading to expensive equipment failure and
the disruption of technological processes.

The issues of managing microgrids and ensuring their reli-
ability during a pandemic, as well as during other such emer-
gencies, merit a special mention. The multiple effects of the
pandemic have led to several significant economic issues. In
particular, we can identify the following issues affecting the re-
liability of microgrids: an increase in the risk of illness of the
personnel of microgrid companies; a decrease in the solvency of
consumers; disruption of the normal technological process due
to epidemic restrictions; and a slowing down of the expansion
process (Department of International and Regional Cooperation
of the Accounts Chamber of the Russian Federation, 2020).

As far as microgrid operations that operate today are con-
cerned, systems need to be created to monitor and forecast the
parameters of power equipment and analyze operating condi-

tions so as to maximize the level of reliability of power supply
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Fig. 1. The technological transformation of distribution networks to microgrids.
o consumers. This can be done by integrating solutions based
n the digitalization of control processes into microgrid reliability
anagement practices.
This paper aims to lay the groundwork for a new automated

ystem that manages the reliability of power distribution systems
nd microgrids built on the foundation provided by distribution
ystems. The main goal of a new automated system is to max-
mize the efficiency of its operation to ensure the reliability of
ower supply for all possible resources at the lowest possible
ost. It should be noted that the implementation of the proposed
ew reliability assurance system will maximize the effect of the
nvolvement of all stakeholders in the process of ensuring the
eliability of the power supply. This study stands apart from other
imilar research in the field in that it provides a comprehensive
nalysis of possible ways of ensuring the reliability of microgrids.

. Ensuring the reliability of power supply: Benefits for all
lectric power industry entities

The task of ensuring reliability is one of the priority areas
n the activities of all entities of the electric power industry.
nsuring reliability in the case of power supply has two well-
efined components. The first is the economic damage that occurs
hen power equipment fails and consumers are then discon-
ected. Moreover, the damage is a complex nonlinear function
hat depends on many factors, such as the type of consumer,
he time of power outage at the consumer end, and the climatic
onditions in which the power equipment is operated (Krupenev
nd Perzhabinsky, 2017; Billinton and Li, 1994). In addition to
irect damage, which is straightforward enough to assess in some
ases, there is also indirect damage, the assessment of which is a
omewhat more difficult task. For electricity consumers, the dam-
ge depends primarily on the initial moment of the power outage,
he duration of the outage, and several external conditions. For a
ower utility, damages can be based on an estimate of the cost
f damaged equipment and lost profits. The latter is essentially
elated to the investment expended on improving the facility’s
evel of reliability. These costs, first, must be rationally allocated
o the top priority technical and organizational measures, and,
econd, kept to a minimum to ensure the necessary level of
eliability. The graphical interpretation of these components is
resented in Fig. 2.
As can be seen from Fig. 2, there is an optimal level of relia-

ility of power supply that should be sought in the management
f the operation and the management of the expansion planning

f distribution networks.
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3. The notion and basic principles of the digital platform for
managing the reliability of microgrids

To manage and maximize the level of power supply reliability
in today’s environment, specialized tools need to be created that
will make use of all the possibilities and advantages of digital
technology. Such solutions can be organized based on digital
platforms. A digital platform refers to a software multi-agent
space where users (agents) can communicate and interact with
each other and gain (temporary or permanent) access to products,
services, or resources provided by other users to reduce the costs
when implementing various processes. The use of such technolo-
gies is already undergoing development in the energy industry to
address various issues. Studies Duch-Brown and Rossetti (2020),
Kloppenburg and Boekelo (2019) present an overview of solutions
of this kind used in the power industry. There are several types of
such digital platforms, grouped based on various problem areas
addressed:

- - market-based. Most of these digital platforms are designed
to organize retail electricity markets. Several platforms of
this kind are already functioning: Powerpeers (2022), Van-
debron (2022), Piclo (2022), etc.;

- engineering-based. These platforms are mainly designed to
organize the centralized management of power and electric-
ity consumption. The following platforms of this kind have
already been developed and adopted: SonnenCommunity
(2022), EnecoCrowdNett (2022), Cityzen vpp (2022), and
others;

- investment-based. These platforms are designed to facilitate
the attraction of investment in the construction of energy
facilities. The following platforms are already in operation:
ZonnepanelenDelen (2022), SunShare (2022), etc.

In Russia, the idea of creating digital platforms to solve var-
ious problems in the energy sector is also gaining momentum.
Study Kovalyov and Nebera (2020) presents the methodologi-
cal foundations of a digital platform for solving several prob-
lems in the field of intelligent management of distributed energy
resources.

If we focus on the task of managing the reliability of micro-
grids, we can formulate the goal of the digital platform opera-
tion as that of obliging all entities operating within microgrids
to become involved in activities that ensure the reliability of
both microgrids and power supply, while deriving the maximum
benefit for all entities involved. Based on that goal, the digital

platform for managing the reliability of microgrids is a software
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Fig. 2. Graphical interpretation of determining the optimal level of reliability of power supply to consumers.
Fig. 3. Aggregated structure of a digital platform for managing the reliability of microgrids.
ulti-agent space in which agents (electric utilities, maintenance
ompanies, generators, consumers, etc.) can interact in a mutually
eneficial way to maximize the level of microgrid reliability and
aintain the reliability of power supply to consumers at the
aximum or required level. The aggregated structure of such a
igital platform and its interaction with the entities and facilities
f microgrids is shown in Fig. 3.
The arrows in Fig. 3 indicate the flow of information. It is

orth noting that as such digital platforms are based on in-
rastructure, system modeling (in this case microgrid modeling)
s a prerequisite for effectively ensuring the reliability of this
nfrastructure. Adequate modeling can be carried out only by the
rganization that directly manages the networks in question.
The principle of the digital platform operation is as follows:

nformation from the measuring systems and instruments on the
lements of microgrids is transmitted online to the servers of the
igital platform, where it is processed and accumulated. From the
ncoming information, an up-to-date model of the microgrid is
reated, as well as a forecast of the necessary information for the
uture. Depending on the work planning task being solved, the
ime horizon can be operational (up to 1 h), short-term (up to 1
ay), medium-term (up to 1 month), and long-term (up to 1 year).
he digital platform should also be used to solve the problems of
esigning the expansion planning of microgrids.
The digital platform consists of two main modules: the digital

win (Attaran and Celik, 2023; Bai and Wang, 2022) and the
igital shadow (Santolamazza et al., 2020; Riesener et al., 2019).
The digital twin of microgrids is a virtual copy that most

ccurately captures the parameters and progress of processes
ccurring at physical facilities. The digital twin, created when
he required amounts of data are received from the physical
acilities, forms the necessary commands for control actions at the
2489
physical facility. The basis of the digital twin is a mathematical
model of the microgrids that takes into account as accurately as
possible all the features of the modeled facility and its elements;
this allows the formalization of the formation of tasks to be
solved within the framework of its reliability management. For
example, when analyzing emergency operating conditions (relia-
bility), power shortages need to be determined, and when analyz-
ing normal operating conditions the values of various economic
performance metrics also need to be ascertained.

The digital shadow of microgrids is understood as a processed
array of information about the operation of a facility, which
reflects direct and feedback links, about the influence of various
internal parameters of the facility and external actions on its be-
havior, under various operating conditions. As part of the creation
of the digital shadow of the facility, an important point when
collecting, processing, and accumulating further information in
specialized databases is to collect only truly necessary informa-
tion and subject it to ‘‘deep’’ filtering to optimize its amount and
usefulness.

Digital twins and digital shadows are based on specialized
computational tools. These tools are designed: (i) to perform the
entire cycle of operations for collecting, storing, and process-
ing network operation data; and (ii) to generate the necessary
control actions to maximize the reliability of electric power net-
works under emerging operating conditions. Note that along with
the use of rigorous mathematical methods to solve the prob-
lems stated above, artificial intelligence methods are now being
used. These methods allow an approach to be found to prob-
lems that were difficult to solve by rigorous methods for various
reasons (for example, because of the dimensionality of the prob-
lems). At the same time, methods of artificial intelligence provide
an unprovable solution, and should therefore be subjected to
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dditional checks, as the cost of error in the power industry man-
gement, especially an operational error, can be very significant
nd exacerbate the technological problem being solved.
The basis for managing the reliability of microgrids is the relia-

ility assessment. The reliability assessment of microgrids should
e carried out by specialized methods using special-purpose soft-
are products. Based on the obtained values of reliability metrics,
ontrol actions are developed to maximize their level. In this way,
eedback to control objects and energy consumers is formed. This
eedback can be of three kinds:

1 Supervised control. This is a traditional way of exercising
control over the power grid. In this case, we assume its
automation to be in the form of creating a system of remote
control of switching facilities. In the case under considera-
tion, we assume its automation to be in the form of creating
a remote control system for switching objects.

2 Direct management of power grid facilities. It is assumed
that the process of managing the reliability of microgrids,
especially their operational control, requires some of the
control commands to be automated to ensure the maximum
level of reliability This means transferring commands to the
switching facilities of the microgrids based on the reliability
assessments obtained in the computing unit of the digital
platform. In the same way, it is also possible to form a local
automatic load-shedding system, which is an analog of spe-
cial automatic load-shedding. To achieve this, the amount of
load to be disconnected needs to be produced in advance
and potentially mutually beneficial contracts with power
consumers entered into. If the actual threshold is expected
to be reached or reached, which characterizes the extent of
an accident, the required load must be shed automatically.

3 Management through electricity consumers. Increasingly ac-
tive behavior on the part of power consumers, especially in
the process of operational management, can be an effective
tool for managing the reliability of microgrids. This calls
for user-friendly tools, adapted to user needs, that visu-
alize the current microgrid reliability situation. Such tools
can be implemented in the form of a mobile or desktop
application that will signal the risk of disconnection of a
particular consumer. In the event of a ‘‘tense’’ situation in
the microgrids, such as the overloading of some elements,
consumers should be notified so they can balance their
electricity needs. This means that the consumer can choose
either to reduce the power they are consuming, unload the
power grid, and reduce the risk of its emergency shutdown
with all the ensuing negative consequences, or to not re-
duce the power they are consuming, which would increase
the risk of accidents in the microgrid and cause economic
damage to consumers. If the consumer has the ability not
only to reduce their power consumption but also to generate
or deliver stored power, and the microgrid allows this, then
signals from the digital platform should be an incentive for
such actions as well. An application of this kind does not
just presuppose the ability to directly change the mode of
consumption but also serves only to transmit information
about the state of the system, due to vulnerability to cyber
threats.

In this way, the digital platform can participate in all phases
f microgrid reliability management, helping to address several
mportant issues.

The main operational management tasks to be solved will
e:

- forecasting the parameters of the power equipment that
affect its reliability;
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- assessing the reliability of the current microgrid operating
conditions (with results displayed on the digital panel);

- automatic reconfiguration of the microgrid in pre-emergency
and emergency conditions;

- automatic adjustment of power system protection (recalcu-
lation of setpoints) for the current network configuration;

- making recommendations to the supervisory authority re-
garding control measures.
The main tasks of short-term planning (up to 1 day) will
be:

- forecasting of parameters of power equipment affecting its
reliability;

- assessing the reliability of the microgrid for the day ahead;
- adjusting repair plans for power equipment;
- making recommendations to the supervisory authority on
control actions.

The main tasks of medium-term planning (up to 1 month)
ill be:

- forecasting the parameters of power equipment affecting its
reliability;

- assessing the microgrid reliability for the month ahead (dis-
playing the result on the digital panel);

- adjustment of repair plans for power equipment;
- making recommendations to electricity consumers on elec-
tricity consumption (storage, generation).
The main tasks of medium-term planning (up to 1 year)
will be:

- forecasting of parameters of power equipment affecting its
reliability;

- assessment of the microgrid reliability for 1 year ahead
(with results displayed on the digital panel);

- adjustment of repair plans for power equipment;
- recommendations on eliminating bottlenecks in the micro-
grid, and development of expansion plans.

. Basic principles of organizing digital platforms for manag-
ng the reliability of microgrids

The integration of digital platforms for managing the reliability
f energy infrastructures, including power distribution systems,
s a complex process that involves the interaction of many stake-
olders in the energy sector. It must be stated clearly that the
ntegration of such solutions should pursue a reasonable goal. In
his particular case, the main goal is to ensure the reliability of the
ower supply. At the same time, the solutions to be implemented
ust be economically feasible. Apart from the positive effects of

he implementation of digital platforms, there is also a risk of a
egative impact on the reliability of the performance of the power
upply. This may be due to a lack of elaboration of the principles
nderlying the operation of the platforms and failure to consider
he factors affecting the reliability of the digital platforms them-
elves. The creation and operation of digital platforms need to be
ased on certain principles, the main ones being:

1 Adaptability. Quick adjustment of the digital platform to
changes and new technologies without compromising the
integrity of the system, plus working with open standards.
Power systems are evolving and energy technologies are
developing at a fast pace as new facets of their operation
emerge. This affects the global control systems of the entire
array of such equipment. Management systems in general
and reliability systems in this particular case must thus be
capable of embracing the new specifics of power equip-
ment. An important aspect of the operation of microgrids

is the model of relationships among the entities involved
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(companies and consumers). The relationship model is con-
stantly evolving, with new relationship mechanisms emerg-
ing. The digital platform should provide for such mech-
anisms. Another essential component of the relationship
between suppliers of reliable power supply and consumers
is the emergence of new services, which must also be taken
into account.

2 Continuity. When organizing the work of a digital plat-
form, it is necessary to establish a process of continuous
collection and processing of information, an assessment of
the required reliability metrics, and the development of
a set of control actions and recommendations. The func-
tionality that a digital platform is endowed with lies at
its core. Therefore, for the efficient operation of such sys-
tems, it is necessary to continuously collect and process the
actual parameters of microgrids and perform subsequent
tasks based on these. All of the above processes, such as
data collection, reliability assessment, and generation of
control actions, are resource-intensive and necessitate the
development of computationally efficient techniques and
software tools for (i) reliable reproduction of the underly-
ing technological processes and (ii) ensuring the necessary
performance of such calculations. Naturally, such solutions
are only possible with the use of state-of-the-art methods
and technologies, such as cloud computing, Big Data, and
artificial intelligence methods.

3 Parallelism. The processes of collecting, analyzing, process-
ing, and calculating must be carried out simultaneously. As
part of digital platform operation, many processes are per-
formed simultaneously to collect and process raw data, as-
sess and optimize microgrid reliability, interact with stake-
holders, and control power equipment. To perform many of
the above processes, special options must be provided in the
practical implementation of digital platforms.

4 Security. Protection against external and internal actions.
Maximum protection needs to be provided against interfer-
ence in the management of the digital platform. Cybersecu-
rity issues are extremely important in applications involving
global data transmission systems. One of the purposes of
the digital platforms investigated in this study is to control
microgrids during periods that are deemed critical from the
standpoint of power supply reliability. During such periods,
given that any disruption of the reliability of the digital
platform’s functions can greatly exacerbate the problem of
power supply reliability, the requirements to protect the
digital platform from external and internal influences must
be stringent.

5 Customer-centricity. Accessible and understandable services
and equal opportunities must be provided for consumers
to connect to the digital platform. Consumers are agents
of interactions that take place in microgrids. Integration
of digital platforms into microgrids triggers their activities.
First, consumers have an incentive to reduce the load during
periods of high system load and during periods when there
is risk of major accidents. Thus, it is mandatory to estab-
lish services that inform consumers early on, both clearly
and concisely. Second, it is possible to sign contracts with
consumers in advance, which stipulate limits on the supply
of power to consumers during periods that are considered
risky in terms of ensuring the reliability of the system and
its loads.

5. Assessment of system reliability for microgrids using ma-
chine learning methods

One of the most important objectives in the reliability control
system for microgrids based on digital platforms is to assess
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various types of system reliability. Moreover, the assessment
methods should be computationally efficient (i.e., capable of as-
sessing reliability as quickly as possible while maintaining the
required accuracy), as some of the important problems that can
subsequently arise are solved based on the obtained reliability
indices. To solve the problem of assessing system reliability, two
algorithms were developed using machine learning methods. The
algorithms developed are universal and can be applied to assess
any kind of system reliability. The algorithms are based on the
Monte Carlo method, which is the most appropriate for analyz-
ing the reliability of complex systems (Billinton and Li, 1994;
Krupenev et al., 2020; Kovalev and Lebedeva, 2019).

When using algorithms based on the Monte Carlo method, the
reliability assessment accuracy is determined by the formula:

∆ =

√
Dζ

N
where ζ is a random variable simulated by the Monte Carlo
method, Dζ is the variance of the random variable ζ , N is the
number of trials. The formula shows that the accuracy of the re-
sult has quadratic dependence on the number of states and their
heterogeneity. In the algorithm presented below, it is proposed,
without changing the number of states (or slightly increasing
it), to change the method of obtaining the implementation of a
random variable to a faster one using machine learning methods.
At the same time, the preservation of accuracy is achieved due to
the quality of forecasting by machine learning methods, in other
words, due to the preservation of the original variance. The very
value of the required accuracy of calculations is determined based
on the specifics of the problem solved using this platform.

The requirement for accuracy and speed of reliability assess-
ment stimulate the application of increasingly effective mathe-
matical methods. At the same time, machine learning methods
are being used increasingly widely in different fields. Researchers
and engineers are primarily attracted by the breadth of their
application within Big Data. Machine learning is applicable in
almost every area of our lives. The number of publications on the
subject of artificial intelligence is growing every year, as is the
breadth of the areas covered (Shoham et al., 2018).

For many of the problems arising where machine learning
is applied, the use of the supervised machine learning problem
statement is proposed. Using this approach, a finite set of prece-
dents is formed, and each precedent is presented as an ‘‘object
(data about the applicant, feature description)–response pair. ’’
This set is called the training set. Based on this set, we need to
identify the general dependencies that are inherent, not only in
this sample but also in the process described as a whole, and to
build an algorithm that takes a description of the object as input
and produces an answer at the output.

Supervised learning is a structural object. The main types of
supervised learning problems that can be used to assess system
reliability are the classification problem, the regression problem,
and the multitask regression (Krupenev et al., 2020). For the
problem of assessing the system reliability of microsystems, the
best characteristics can be obtained using multitask regression.

Multi-objective (multitask) regression (Breiman and Friedman,
1997) is a problem statement from the field of multitask learning.
It aims for the simultaneous prediction of several continuous
target variables based on the same set of input variables (fea-
tures). A set of related or similar learning problems is solved
simultaneously, using different learning algorithms that have a
similar internal representation. As a rule, as methods for solving
such problems, ordinary regression functions are used, built in an
amount corresponding to the number of answers.

At the base of each described problem statement, various
machine learning methods can be used, which are characterized
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Fig. 4. Algorithm for assessing system reliability based on analysis of operating parameters of calculated states using machine learning methods.
by different properties. At the same time, it cannot be said that
the effectiveness of one method is always higher than another.
It must always be considered as relative to the problem being
solved; it is impossible to assess the applicability of a particular
method in theory without conducting an experiment using it.
It is also important to note that the very concept of efficiency
will depend on the goals set for the machine learning algorithm.
For some tasks, the training time will be critical; for others,
the accuracy of the forecast; for others, independence from the
quality of the training sample or a combination of various factors.
The variety of machine learning methods is great. In the research
we used methods based on supervised learning, namely: linear
methods, K-nearest neighbors, Bayesian methods, support vector
machine, random forest, gradient boosting, etc. And it is worth
noting right away that in the example considered, the most
computationally efficient turned out to be gradient-boosting.

Fig. 4 shows an enlarged structure of the first algorithm, in
hich machine learning methods are used to determine the op-
rating parameters of the system in the generated random states
f the power system.
As seen in Fig. 4, the first stage involves projecting the mi-

rogrid parameters, including loads, accident rate, intensity of
atural phenomena for renewable energy sources, and other ran-
om variables used in assessing the reliability of the system.
hen, at the second stage, a training sample is built using the
onte Carlo method to form a set of randomly calculated mi-
rogrid states; next, the operating conditions of the generated
ptions are analyzed or optimized. Additionally, at this stage,
he archival microgrid variants (if there are any) for the previ-
us period are processed and included in the training sample.
hen, at the third stage, a machine learning model is constructed
ased on the training sample, and the operating conditions of
andom states of microgrids are calculated based on the machine
earning model. The fourth and final stage determines the relia-
ility indices of microgrids for the prediction period, such as the
hortage-free operation probability, System Average Interruption
uration Index (SAIDI), System Average Interruption Frequency
ndex (SAIFI), the probability of operating parameters deviating
eyond the limits of permissible values, the mathematical expec-
ation of power shortage and electricity undersupply, and other
ndices.

Fig. 5 shows an enlarged structure of the algorithm, in which
achine learning methods are used to determine the reliability

ndices of the system.
The first part of the algorithm presented in Fig. 5 is similar

o the first stage of the algorithm presented in Fig. 4 (stage 1, 2,
), the training sample is built on the basis of balance reliability

ndicators. In the second part, based on the new training sample, a
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machine learning model is built, where the input parameters are
similar to the parameters of the first algorithm, but the reliability
indicators of the analyzed microgrid must be obtained as output
parameters. Experimental studies of the proposed algorithms for
assessing system reliability were carried out on the IEEE 96 (24)-
bus RTS (Grigg et al., 1999), the scheme of which is shown in
Fig. 6.

The studies were conducted to determine the probability of
shortage-free operation. They aimed to obtain the system re-
liability values using three algorithms, namely the traditional
algorithm based on the Monte Carlo method and two algorithms
using machine learning methods presented earlier in the paper.
The accuracy and speed of the system reliability calculation were
evaluated.

Fig. 7 demonstrates the assessment results for the probabil-
ity of shortage-free operation at the nodes of the system. The
initial data for all calculation options were identical, except for
the special parameters required to set up the machine learning
models. The evaluation time when using the analyzed algorithms
was checked, the assessment time of adequacy by the studied
algorithms until the required accuracy is achieved in 184 s, the
algorithm of assessing system reliability based on the analysis of
operating conditions of calculated states using machine learning
methods take 110 s, and the algorithm of assessing system re-
liability based on the analysis of system reliability indices using
machine learning methods need about 2 s.

As seen in Fig. 7, the results for the first two algorithms are
almost identical, while the assessment speed for machine learn-
ing methods is much higher (110 s versus 184 s). This advantage
will be even more noticeable for large schemes since most of the
time during the assessment is spent calculating and optimizing
the operating parameters of the calculated states. The results of
calculation using the third algorithm for some nodes are identical
to those obtained with the first two algorithms, for some nodes
however, they differ. One explanation for the difference is an
insufficiently complete training set. The assessment time of the
third algorithm, as expected, is the minimum of all, it took only
2 s to assess the reliability of the system under study, but in this
case, we should not forget that the implementation of the third
algorithm requires significant preparation, which can take quite
a lot of time.

6. Conclusions

Ensuring the reliability of the power supply is one of the main
tasks in the management of power systems. Today, distribution
networks are the most unreliable link in the technological chain

of the power system. At present, distribution networks receive
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Fig. 5. Algorithm for assessing system reliability based on the analysis of system reliability indices using machine learning methods.
Fig. 6. IEEE 96(24)-bus RTS scheme used for experimental studies.
echnical and organizational elements of activity, and microsys-
ems are formed on their basis. Some ways of increasing the level
f microgrid reliability are: (i) to create digital platforms aimed
t collecting, processing, and storing the necessary information
bout power equipment and microgrid operating conditions;
ii) forecasting parameters related to the reliability of microgrids
nd their equipment; (iii) assessing reliability; and (iv) develop-
ng control actions. This assumes different ways of interaction
etween the digital platform and controlled/controlling entities:
n assistant supervisory operator, direct automated control of
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distribution networks; and signals to electricity and power con-
sumers about the risk of accidents occurring in networks. For the
effective operation of digital platforms, several principles should
be followed, the key among which are adaptability, continuity,
parallelism, security, and customer-centricity. Even though there
are quite a few technological and organizational barriers hin-
dering the implementation of reliability management solutions
for distribution networks, this way is the most effective and
appropriate. The effective implementation of solutions for the de-
velopment of digital reliability management platforms and their
integration into distribution networks is possible only in close
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Fig. 7. The results of the IEEE 96(24)-bus RTS assessment of shortage-free operation probability.
ooperation with companies involved in scientific research and
anufacturing activities. One of the main tasks in the structure
f microsystem reliability control system is that of assessing the
eliability for various time stages of control. To effectively assess
he reliability of microsystems, it is advisable to use artificial
ntelligence methods (machine learning), which allow the reli-
bility to be assessed within a reasonable time frame and with
he required accuracy. The article proposes two algorithms for
ssessing system reliability based on machine learning methods.
oth algorithms are based on a system reliability assessment
echnique using the Monte Carlo method. In the first algorithm,
achine learning methods are used to analyze the calculated
tates of microsystems; in the second they are used for direct
nalysis of microsystem reliability indicators. Experimental stud-
es of the proposed algorithms have shown that the estimates of
ystem reliability, set to increase the speed while maintaining the
equired accuracy, have been achieved.
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